Scientific Integrity Research Assistant (PT)
SciApps is the the UK’s largest and smartest consumer facing personal care product data aggregation,
comparison and data interpretation platform. Combined with our app, SkinNinja we are on a mission to
transform the way consumers understand their personal care product ingredients and labels.
We aggregate world renowned expert evidence and research from organisations such as the NHS and World
Allergy Organisation and match it to over 850k products across 200k ingredients. And our database is
growing daily.
Who we’re looking for:
We are now on the search for a person who is passionate about scientific integrity with respect to research,
interpreting the results and using science and data transparently so that it is meaningful for consumers. This
team is pivotal to our business and you will be given the opportunity to support our global evidence and
research strategy. You will have access to our networks or bring your own networks with appropriate
experts and organisations. You will work closely with the Head of Scientific Integrity to work with other
stakeholders, companies and peers across the skin and healthcare industry.
About the role:
●

●

●
●

●
●

Strategy: Support the selection, validation and execution of our overall expert data acquisition
strategy and align it with our business objectives. You will use your academic network to
coordinate, when applicable, to ensure integrity of the evidence data presented to partners and
consumers.
Ambassador: You will be part of the expert face of SciApps. You’ll be expected to contribute
towards collaborations with external parties (agencies, professional societies, consumers and
consumer groups, key opinion leaders, experts and healthcare organisations) to ensure we are
always scientifically credible, fair and transparent.
Technical: Support the delivery of expert technical knowledge and content as and when required in
response to customer, partner, business and other needs.
Compliance: You will actively attend conferences and keep up to date with the latest in codes of
practice, legal, regulatory and other key developments in personal care to ensure best practice
across SciApps. Escalate and resolve issues and risks to the Head of Scientific Integrity as they are
identified.
Implementation: Ensure smooth Implementation of expert data into our platform to drive expert
data integrity and consistency across the product.
Transparency: Support this team to develop and implement data transparency initiatives to
ensure scientific data disclosure meets the needs of the business and end users.

About you:
You are studying or have a science degree/PHD in cosmetic, dermatology, toxicology, pharmacy,
biochemistry or other similar relevant specialisation.
You believe that access to credible science and data can positively benefit people’s lives.
You’d like to challenge yourself to do something new and innovative.
You’re great at connecting with your industry, universities, researchers , interest groups and manufacturers.
You want to make your world more accessible and understandable for millions of consumers.
You do not need to have a tech background.
About us:
We are passionate about science and data transparency - but we are even more passionate about doing
good along the way. We are a team highly committed to using tech for good and making the world a better
place.
We believe that education, partnerships and collaboration can benefit everyone when done properly. We
are the team that makes things happen. There’s no room for egos here, we are blunt and honest to drive our
business and it’s success. It’s about getting stuck in to solve the collective problem of lack of data
transparency for consumers, so they can make informed decisions that are right for themselves.
We all have startup backgrounds so eat, breathe and sleep agile thinking. That doesn’t mean you need one
too but it does mean that we all muck in and get the job, jobbed. Most importantly, we have a strict no
@holes policy within our team as doing cool, really disruptive stuff is hard and we’d rather be around clever
people who motivate, support and inspire each other.
Contact info@sciapps.co.uk with your CV and for more information.

